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Abstract

The electronic structure near the Fermi level of K MoO and Li Mo O , two prototypical quasi-one-dimensional (1D)0.3 3 0.9 6 17

conductors, has been studied using very high resolution angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. Our results differ from
earlier lower resolution studies. For Li Mo O we clearly observe a quasi-1D state dispersing through the Fermi level (E )0.9 6 17 F

and the opening up of a gap at E as the sample is cooled through a bulk metal to non-metal transition at 24 K. ForF

K MoO we clearly observe two quasi-1D bands cross E , and measured a temperature dependence to the Fermi surface0.3 3 F

nesting vector that correlates well with neutron-scattering measurements of the charge density wave vector.  2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction interpretation of the spectra difficult. Not least of
these is its surface sensitivity, which often puts

The interpretation of the results of angle resolved significant limitations on its application [4]. It has
photoemission (ARP) studies of the electronic struc- been reported that photoemission from states near EF

ture of quasi-one-dimensional (1D) solids is highly in quasi-1D conductors differs significantly from that
controversial [1–4]. ARP should, in principle, pro- measured from two- and three-dimensional solids,
vide unique information about quasi-1D solids, in- with (among other differences) an anomalously low
cluding the full structure of the Fermi surface, and emission intensity at E [1,2,5–10]. There are aF

about possible non-Fermi liquid behavior of elec- number of possible explanations for these observa-
trons close to the Fermi level (E ). In practice, many tions, including problems with surface defects andF

aspects of the spectroscopy make straightforward stoichiometry [4,11,12], charge density wave (CDW)
fluctuations leading to a pseudogap [13], or a Lutt-
inger liquid state [14–19].*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-617-353-6117; fax: 11-617-

We have performed temperature dependent ARP353-9393.
E-mail address: ksmith@bu.edu (K.E. Smith). studies of the electronic structure close to E in theF
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quasi-1D conductors Li Mo O and K MoO measurements were performed using a commercial0.9 6 17 0.3 3

[20,21]. These materials are members of a class of SES 200 Scienta hemispherical analyzer, modified so
quasi-low dimensional conductors known as that the total spectral response can be measured as a
molybdenum oxide bronzes. Molybdenum bronzes function of angle and energy simultaneously. Oper-
are ideal for ARP studies since large high quality ated in such a mode, the angular resolution of the
crystals can be grown [22,23], and surfaces suitable analyzer is approximately 60.18 and the total energy
for ARP measurements can be prepared by cleaving resolution reached in the present measurements was
the crystals in vacuum [4]. approximately 15 meV (for the K MoO experi-0.3 3

Li Mo O is metallic at room temperature, ments) or 33 meV (for the Li Mo O experiments)0.9 6 17 0.9 6 17

becomes semiconducting at 24 K, and finally be- at temperatures between 17 and 300 K, and at a
comes superconducting at 1.9 K [22,24]. It is un- photon energy of 21.4 eV. The Fermi energy and the
known whether the transition at 24 K is caused by a energy resolution were determined by evaporating
CDW or a spin density wave (SDW). A tight binding either a gold or a gadolinium film onto the sample
band structure calculation for Li Mo O predicts and measuring the Fermi distribution cut-off. For the0.9 6 17

two fully occupied and two partially occupied Mo photon energy employed here, the instrument angular
4d-derived bands within 0.3 eV of E for states along resolution results in a momentum resolution of betterF

21˚the quasi-1D conducting direction [25]. The two than 0.01 A , which is crucial for resolving a
partially filled bands are degenerate at E , and the rapidly dispersing band. The K MoO andF 0.3 3

predicted Fermi surface for Li Mo O consists of Li Mo O single crystals were grown by a tem-0.9 6 17 0.9 6 17

two parallel straight lines. perature gradient flux technique reported elsewhere
K MoO is also metallic at room temperature, [24,30]. Clean surfaces were obtained by cleaving0.3 3

and undergoes a Peierls transition at 180 K to a the sample in situ in the measurement chamber,
211CDW state. Tight binding band structure calculations which had a base pressure of 2310 Torr. In order

for K MoO predict two partially occupied Mo to avoid electron damage to the surface [4,11,12],0.3 3

4d-derived bands crossing E along the quasi-1D each sample was cleaved twice before taking spectra.F

conducting direction, forming two discrete nested After the first cleave, low energy electron diffraction
Fermi surface sheets [26]. Diffraction studies reveal (LEED) was used to determine the orientation of the
a single CDW with wave vector along the quasi-1D crystal with respect to the polarization vector of the
b-direction [27–29]. It was also found that, along radiation and the spectrometer axis. The sample was
this direction, the CDW wave vector (q ) is then cleaved again in the desired orientation toCDW

temperature-dependent. At higher temperatures it is expose a new surface for photoemission measure-
incommensurate and at |100 K it approaches the ments. Cooling of the samples was achieved using a
value expected in a commensurate phase, i.e. liquid He cryostat. Sample temperature was moni-

* *| 0.75b (b 5 2p /b is the reciprocal lattice unit tored using a silicon diode attached to the sample
corresponding to the quasi-1D direction). This value holder. At the completion of the experiment the
relates directly to the Fermi surface nesting given by diode was then calibrated against another directly
band structure calculations that predict two Fermi attached to the sample in order to account for the

21˚*wave vectors, k 5 0.33b 5 0.274 A and k 5 temperature gradient between the holder and theF1 F2
21˚ sample.*0.42b 5 0.349 A , yielding a nesting vector (k 1F1

21˚*k ) 5 0.75b 5 0.623 AF2

3. Results

2. Experimental method 3.1. Li Mo O0.9 6 17

Our experiments were carried out on undulator Fig. 1 presents the photoemission intensity map of
beam line U13UB at the National Synchrotron Light the total spectral response for photoemission from
Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory. The ARP Li Mo O measured at room temperature [20].0.9 6 17
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MDCs for a rapidly dispersing band. We therefore
used the MDCs to identify the location of the band
crossing E . Data taken at 27 K (not shown) alsoF

display only one emission feature crossing E .F

Fig. 2 shows the EDCs close to k for states alongF

the quasi-1D direction (GY), extracted from the data
of Fig. 1. The dispersion of a state across E isF

clearly visible. The data in Figs. 1 and 2 reveal
considerable photoemission intensity at E as theF

band crosses the Fermi surface. The well-defined
crossing enables the determination of the nesting

21˚vector of the Fermi surface. With k 50.28 A , theF
21˚nesting wave vector is therefore 2k 50.56 A . WeF

Fig. 1. Intensity map of photoemission from Li Mo O . T50.9 6 17

300 K, hv521.4 eV. Also plotted is the experimentally determined
dispersion of d-bands; open triangles are transitions determined
from MDCs and the open circles those determined from EDCs.
See text for details.

The horizontal axis is angle of emission, converted
to the equivalent k-space values [31]. Two dispersive
features are observed within 700 meV of E . OneF

feature disperses symmetrically around the Brillouin
zone center (G point) and reaches a maximum
binding energy of approximately 630 meV at G. A
second feature splits from the first band, and dis-
perses across E . The dispersion of the bands isF

indicated in Fig. 1 as filled and open symbols
overlaid on the intensity map. The values of these
points are extracted from both energy distribution
curves (EDCs) and momentum distribution curves
(MDCs). By slicing the intensity map of Fig. 1 at a
constant value of the emission angle, conventional
photoemission spectra are generated; i.e. plots of
photoemission intensity versus energy, or EDCs. By
slicing the intensity map of Fig. 1 at a constant value
of the binding energy, plots of photoemission in-
tensity versus angle (and hence momentum) are Fig. 2. EDCs extracted from the intensity map (Fig. 1) for states
generated, and called MDCs. Dispersion determined along the GY direction at room temperature. T5300 K, hv521.4
from EDCs is usually not as accurate as that from eV.
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also determined 2k by directly measuring the dis-F

tance in reciprocal space of two symmetric bands
crossing the Fermi surface in the first Brillouin zone
and obtained the same value.

In Fig. 3 we show EDCs corresponding to k 5 k ,F

taken with the sample at 300 and 17 K, above and
below the metal-semiconductor transition tempera-
ture. The spectral function in our experiment exhibits
significant intensity at E for the sample at roomF

temperature and this intensity is non-zero even at 17
K when resistivity measurements indicate that a gap
has opened [24]. The leading edge shift of the
spectra between 300 and 17 K is estimated to be
approximately 40 meV giving a total gap opening of
2–80 meV. Fig. 4 presents the k-integrated emission
spectrum at room temperature, for k close to k . ThisF

spectrum is obtained by integrating the data of Fig. 1
around k over an angular window of 28 (approxi-F

21˚mately 0.2 A ). This is large enough to reflect the

Fig. 4. Angle integrated spectrum (open circles) and the Fermi
function (solid line), both at 300 K. The spectrum is obtained by
integrating the intensity map for states around k 5 k . See text forF

details.

density of states (DOS) for the band crossing the
Fermi surface since the band disperses rapidly. With
an energy resolution of 33 meV in this experiment,
the resolution broadening is negligible compared
with the large thermal broadening at 300 K. Fig. 4
also shows that the spectral intensity near E mat-F

ches the Fermi function at 300 K. This is in contrast
to the vanishing spectral weight at E , as measuredF

by angle-integrated photoemission for many quasi-
1D metals [4].

3.2. K MoO0.3 3

Fig. 5a presents the photoemission intensity mapFig. 3. EDCs extracted from the intensity map (Fig. 1) for states
at k with the sample at 300 and 17 K. hv521.4 eV. of the total spectral response for photoemission fromF
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Fig. 5. (a) Photoemission intensity map of K MoO ; (b) calculated band structure of K MoO from Ref. [26]. (c) Schematic of the Fermi0.3 3 0.3 3

surface.

K MoO in the region close to the Fermi level however, three times smaller than that found ex-0.3 3

crossings, measured at room temperature [21]. The perimentally. In Fig. 5c, we show a schematic Fermi
experimental data reveal the existence of two bands surface. It is composed of two lines of opposite
that are parallel in the vicinity of the Fermi level and curvature, suggesting that the lower Fermi surface of
split by |480 meV. Fig. 5b shows the results of a the first band is nested to the upper Fermi surface of
tight binding band structure calculation and the the second band and vice versa [26,28]. Conse-
experimentally observed emission features in Fig. 5a quently, the single CDW observed in X-ray and
are clearly related to the bands found in the calcula- neutron scattering experiments has a wave vector
tion, indicating that they are formed by the d-bands which equals the sum of the two Fermi wave vectors,
of Mo [26]. The calculated splitting of 160 meV is, (k 1 k ). These wave vectors can now be de-F1 F2
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termined with high precision using the data of Fig. method was in fact successfully used for measuring
5a. the Fermi surface in the normal state of the high

In general, there are two ways of using ARP to temperature superconductor Bi Sr CaCu O , which2 2 2 8

measure Fermi wavevectors. The first involves is characterized by the absence of well-defined
measuring a series of EDCs, and tracking the disper- quasiparticle excitations [35]. Exploiting the natural
sion of an emission feature as it crosses above E . capabilities of our spectrometer, we use the latterF

This is quite sufficient in simple systems, but be- method. The procedure simply consists of taking
comes problematic in complex conductors since intensity versus momentum profiles at E from theF

knowledge of model spectral functions is required, ARP map in Fig. 5a and identifying the points of
which is an area of intense theoretical discussion highest intensity.
[32–34]. Alternatively, one can measure the intensity Fig. 6 shows the photoemission intensity at E asF

of photoelectrons versus momentum at E . Such a a function of sample temperature and momentum.F

Fig. 6. Results of the least-square fit analysis of intensity versus electron momentum profiles at the Fermi level. The inset shows the EDC
measured at the emission angle corresponding to the Fermi wave vector k . The solid line represents experimentally determined Fermi edgeF2

measured from an evaporated gold film.
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This set of constant energy profiles was obtained by
integrating the temperature dependent 3D ARP maps
in an energy window of E ¯5 meV. Each profileF

consists of two well-defined peaks, corresponding to
the two bands crossing E , from which k and kF F1 F2

can be immediately identified. To verify that they do
correspond to Fermi level crossings, we produced
traditional EDCs by cutting the photocurrent map in
an angular window of 0.28 centered at angle corre-
sponding to k . The result is shown as an inset inF2

Fig. 6. The solid line through the data points is a
Fermi edge of the Au film deposited on the sample.
We clearly observe significant intensity at E , and anF

unambiguous Fermi cut-off. This is in sharp contrast
to earlier reports based on the use of an electron
spectrometer with conventional, i.e. ¯18, angular
resolution [6]. (Significantly, we found that cutting
the intensity map at slightly different angles or using
a window of 28 results in EDCs with intensity greatly
suppressed at E ) When the temperature is loweredF

below 180 K, the intensity of both peaks gradually
Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of [1 2 (k 1 k )] derived fromF1 F2decreases, reflecting the gap opening at E associatedF the data in Fig. 6 (crosses) and temperature dependence of (1 2

with the Peierls transition. The data reveal that the q ) measured by neutron-scattering.CDW

gap does not open fully, and there is enough
intensity at E for us to track the position of theF

Fermi wave vector(s) through the Peierls transition. ture in Fig. 7. On the same figure, we have also
This could either be due to fluctuations of the CDW shown the temperature dependence of the reduced
order parameter [36], or the formation of amplitude wave vector of the CDW, (1 2 q ), obtained fromCDW

solitons [37]. However, the data of Fig. 6 also show inelastic neutron scattering [29]. The two curves
that there is a reduction of the splitting between the coincide well, showing that the temperature depen-
peaks, implying an increase of (k 1k ) for tem- dence of the nesting wave vector is due to that of theF1 F2

peratures between 180 and 100 K. This increase is Fermi wave vector.
dominated by the movement of k towards k .F1 F2

While the former exhibits strong temperature depen-
dence, the latter does not appear to show any

4. Discussionsystematic shift with temperature, but we cannot
exclude a slight temperature dependence of kF2

4.1. Li Mo Obeyond our momentum resolution. 0.9 6 17

For a more quantitative analysis, the constant
In an earlier lower resolution ARP study ofenergy profiles were fit using a least-squares pro-

Li Mo O we measured the Fermi surface bycedure to two Gaussians representing peaks at k 0.9 6 17F1
mapping a discontinuity in the dispersion of theand k , respectively. A linear background wasF2
d-band emission near E [38]. This study verified thesuperimposed to account for scattered electrons. The F

shape of the Fermi surface, but the measured nestingintrinsic widths of the Gaussians were found to
21˚decrease slightly upon cooling the sample. The solid vector was larger (0.7 A ) than expected from the

line through the data points in Fig. 6 represents the calculations, and we did not observe much of the
results of the fit. The value of h1 2 (k 1 k )j predicted band dispersion [25]. Subsequently, GweonF1 F2

determined in this manner is plotted versus tempera- et al. [6] also studied Li Mo O using ARP. Their0.9 6 17
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experiment was performed with better energy res- ticle spectrum of a Luttinger liquid exhibits a power-
olution and with the sample at a lower temperature law dependence of the electron binding energy near
than our earlier study, but they also were unable to E , and the lineshape of the spectral function (k-F

fully resolve the predicted band dispersion. Both resolved single-particle spectrum) depends strongly
studies revealed little spectral weight at E . The most on the value of the correlation exponent aF

recent ARP study of Li Mo O by Denlinger et al. [2,19,40,41]. If we attempt to interpret our spectra in0.9 6 17

[39], performed with an energy resolution of 50 meV a Luttinger framework, then given that we clearly
and an angular resolution of ¯18, did observe some observe a Fermi surface crossing, Li Mo O must0.9 6 17
band dispersion, but again could not observe any fall in the small-a class (a#1) of the Luttinger
emission intensity at E . electron system [2]. However, no separate peaks areF

Clearly, Fig. 1 shows a dispersive state crossing observed in our measured EDCs or MDCs that can
E . We attribute our observation of the dispersive be interpreted as due to holons and spinons, and thisF

state to our very high energy and momentum res- puts a lower limit of 0.5 on a [2,19,40,41]. At best, if
olution, as well as a careful alignment by LEED of our data is interpreted in a Luttinger framework, then
the orientation of the sample; even a small misalign- Li Mo O has 0.5#a#1.0.9 6 17
ment of the sample orientation leads to significant
changes in the spectra. We have not resolved all the 4.2. K MoO0.3 3
predicted bands, but have clearly observed the
predicted band splitting near k [25]. As noted As noted above, q is temperature dependent inF CDW
above, the well-defined crossing enables the de- K MoO . In order to explain this, Pouget et al. [28]0.3 3
termination of the nesting vector of the Fermi surface suggested that there exists a flat band just above EF21˚to be 2k 50.56 A . This value is slightly larger in K MoO which can be thermally populated. TheF 0.3 3

21˚than predicted by theory (2k 50.51 A ) [25], but temperature dependence of q can then be attribu-F CDW

closer than that obtained in our previous lower ted to charge transfer between the two bands cross-
resolution measurement [38]. It is essentially the ing E and the third band. This would also accountF

same as that reported by Denlinger et al. [39] The for the temperature dependence of k . While bandF

total measured dispersion of the d-band below E is structure calculations do indeed show a third bandF

larger by a factor of 2 than predicted [25]. Such a located at 0.012 eV above E at G, this bandF

discrepancy has also been observed in earlier mea- disperses rapidly to higher energies away from the
surements for K MoO and Li Mo O [6]. zone center [26]. If this band were thermally popu-0.3 3 0.9 6 17

The observation of the Fermi cut-off in Fig. 4 can lated, then there would be a continuous change in kF

be understood as evidence for 3D metallic behavior. between 180 K and 300 K. However, our results
Despite the quasi-1D transport and optical properties indicate that the variation in k is much smaller atF

of Li Mo O , it has a pronounced 3D crystal higher temperatures, thereby ruling out a simple0.9 6 17

structure [22,24], and a large Debye temperature charge transfer model. An explanation for the tem-
[22]. Furthermore, a significant interaction between perature dependence of the nesting wave has been
the Mo O chains parallel to the b-axis is predicted proposed by Noguera and Pouget [42], who showed4 18

[25]. This interchain coupling was evident in our that a nonlinear electron dispersion as well as a finite
earlier observation of slight dispersion of the d-band phonon dispersion can lead to the thermal depen-
perpendicular to the 1D chain of Li Mo O [38]. dence of the nesting wave vector. Artemenko et al.0.9 6 17

The interchain coupling reduces the 1D metallic [43] also proposed a similar explanation. In both
character and may give rise to 3D electron dynamics, models, the thermal dependence of the nesting wave
resulting in a Fermi liquid. In a pure 1D interacting vector follows from a shift in the chemical potential.
electron system, the low energy excitations are However, such models cannot explain our results for
correctly described by a Luttinger liquid, and elec- the temperature dependence of the Fermi wave
tron–electron interactions are predicted to induce a vectors obtained at a constant energy E . TheF

strong suppression of the photoemission intensity at absence of any detectable shift of the bands at high
E [2,14]. Furthermore, the k-integrated single-par- binding energies is also not consistent with a shift inF
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the chemical potential. Indeed, the ARP data show temperature dependence of the Fermi wave vectors
that the temperature dependence of the nesting wave and the CDW nesting vector. Our results show
vector in K MoO is predominantly (if not com- unambiguously that the temperature dependence of0.3 3

pletely) due to a change in the electronic structure. the CDW nesting vector observed in X-ray and
Since the change in the Fermi wave vectors of neutron scattering experiments is primarily due to a
K MoO occurs between 100 and 200 K, it is change in the electronic structure.0.3 3

reasonable to associate any change in the electronic
structure with a change in the coupling between
chains belonging to different unit cells (the smallest Acknowledgements
electronic scale in the problem). This can happen if
for instance, the Mo–O distances in the basal plane The Boston University research was supported in
change continuously with temperature. To explore part by the US Department of Energy under DE-
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